
  Comfort...
                   has reached a new level
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La -Z -Bo y  Rec l i ne r

We took a great idea...

What are you waiting for, jump in...

                 and 
  added hot water.
La-Z-Boy® invented the recliner chair in 1928, and they have been 
perfecting it ever since. But progress in comfort doesn’t need to be 
limited to the indoors and we have now applied our innovation and 
quality standards in the development of the perfect spa.  
A La-Z-Boy spa program that provides everything you need to relax, 
rejuvenate and dream in complete comfort. So let us show you how 
easy it is to turn your dreams of the ideal backyard sanctuary into reality. 

C O N T E N T S :
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To your good health!
Hydrotherapy, or warm water therapy, in a La-Z-Boy® Spa consists of 
three main healing components; heat, buoyancy, and massage. To-
gether, they create an exceptional experience that is both relaxing 
and incredibly healthy. Using a La-Z-Boy Spa on a regular basis provides 
physical health benefits that go much deeper than just relaxation and 
pleasure. Water is so pure and simple, yet it can do the most amazing 
things. Whether you  
are experiencing joint or muscle pain, have  
trouble sleeping, or are just plain stressed  
out, spending time in La-Z-Boy Spa  
can provide therapeutic benefits  
for just about everyone.

Reduce Stress, Headaches 
and Improve Sleep
Warm water massage stimulates the body to release 
endorphins that can significantly reduce stress. La-Z-Boy® 
Spas hydrotherapy jets also dilate blood vessels to help 
prevent headaches. In addition, when it comes to falling 
asleep faster and getting a good night’s sleep, it is said 
that  “soaking in a Spa before retiring to bed can ease the 
transition into a deeper sleep.”

Soothe Pain  
Caused by Arthritis
Warm water hydrotherapy treatment in a well designed 
spa is believed to help those with pain caused by arthritis. 
It is also thought that hydrotherapy is one method of using 
water to help treat arthritis with the soothing warmth and 
buoyancy of the water making it a safe, ideal environment 
for relieving pain.

Spend More Time  
with Family and Friends
How many leisure activities targeted at relaxation can be 
readily enjoyed at any time, day or night, without ever 
leaving home? The answer is practically none! 
A recent survey of swimming pool owners revealed that 
many only enjoy their pools a few dozen times a year 
and jetted bathtubs are also used very infrequently!  
That’s because pools and bathtubs located in colder parts 
of the country can’t be enjoyed in the spring, autumn or 
winter and they take too much time and preparation before 
they can be used. 
In contrast, a La-Z-Boy® Spa is easy to use and is designed 
to consistently maintain the water temperature set by 
the user. As a result, it’s always ready and waiting to be 
used for fun and relaxation - 24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week, 365 days a year!

Relieve  
Muscle and Joint Pain
In recent years the use of hydrotherapy spas by athletes has 
skyrocketed and La-Z-Boy® Spas are now set to lead the way 
in offering these benefits to a broader audience!  A popular 
sports magazine said it best: “Your skin and muscles loosen 
and relax from the increased blood circulation” adding that, if 
muscles are injured: “A soak in a spa increases blood flow to 
the injured area, bringing nutrients to help repair the damage.”

Help Manage Diabetes
Researchers have reported that hot water and hydrotherapy 
including the regular use of a spa can help control diabetes. 
It has also been known to lower blood pressure and 
significantly reduce blood sugar. A Colorado based study 
recently revealed that diabetes patients who soaked in a spa 
for 30 minutes a day, 6 days a week found their average 
blood sugar level dropped by 13%! 

Year Round Fun
A recent survey on usage revealed that owners have 
fun in their spa an average of 150 times a year! Spas are 
designed to maintain the temperature you set them at and 
as a result your spa is always ready and waiting for you.
Setting the water temperature in a La-Z-Boy® Spa is so easy.
While lowering the temperature on a La-Z-Boy Spa helps 
beat summer heat, there are few moments in life that  
come close to the sheer pleasure of being surrounded by 
warm bubbling water on a crisp, cold night.
So, don’t worry about the temperature dropping, the sun 
going down or the seasons changing. Slipping into a 
La-Z-Boy Spa is always a year round 
fun and wonderful experience. 
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Take a seat.
It has been over 80 years since La-Z-Boy®  
founders Edwin Shoemaker and Edward  
Knabusch introduced the world to some of the 
most comfortable seating known to man.  
Just like the first La-Z-Boy chairs, La-Z-Boy 
Spas are engineered to be exceptionally high 

quality and the most comfortable underwater seating available anywhere today.

The Science of Sitting Underwater
La-Z-Boy Spa seating and lounger designs provide exceptional comfort, 
relaxation and hydrotherapy benefits and are the perfect way to share
 time with family and friends. By optimizing seating ergonomics, 
our advanced designs deliver comfort and enhance the delivery of 
our AquaFlex Hydrotherapy Massage System. 

Our unique Reclina-Seat balances the weight and position of 

the occupant to create additional comfort. Our engineering team 
has also discovered that ideal occupant buoyancy is achieved when 
reducing the right amount of weight on other parts of their body. 

Our seats fully support the lumbar/lower back region and the La-Z-Boy 
Comfor t Rest Pi l lows support the head and provide maximum 
comfort for stretching back into your seat.



The Personal AquaFlex Control gives you the 
freedom to select the massage you want.
MODE:   DESCRIPTION:           JET PRESSURE:

Effleurage: 
Soothing, Stroking movement 
to encourage lymphatic return.

Petrissage: 
A slow, rhythmical movement 
that simulates kneading action.

Friction: 
A mild, scrubbing technique 
used to stimulate cellular activity.

Vibration: 
A calming technique that 
warms and relaxes the muscles.

Percussion: 
A stimulating technique that 
assists blood flow and circulation.

Triggering: 
A form of trigger-point therapy that 
precisely applies and releases pressure.

Rolling: 
A restful technique that penetrates 
deeply into the tissues.

Shiatsu: 
A gradually increasing stroke to 
help correct imbalances in the body.

Deep: 
A sustained, intense pressure to 
penetrate deep within tissues.

Thai: 
A rhythmic, pressing action that 
helps loosen tense muscles.

Classic: 
A mild, sweeping technique that 
relaxes and soothes the body.

Sport: 
A pulsating pressure that stimulates 
and invigorates muscles.

Swedish: 
A gentle technique that 
helps improve circulation.

Relaxation: 
A marvelous technique to help 
instill a meditative state.
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A massage experi ence like no other.
The exclusive AquaFlex  

 Massage Technology allows   
the user to select from one   

of 14 pre-programmed   
massage patterns and   

allows them to adjust  
the  massage intensity  

from as  little as they like  
to as much  as they want.  

The AquaFlex  Massage  
Technology uses 12v  DC  
motors that produce long   

and short, slow and fast  
bursts of  power combined

 with special jets  and controls 
to mimic a  professional  

massage.

Comfort Massage Jets  
Precision Engineered,  
Perfectly Placed.
The All Active Comfort Massage 
Jets are custom-designed for 
La-Z-Boy® Spas and utilize a 
proprietary gasket lock system 
for added comfort, reliability 
and performance.
  The precision engineering of the 
jets results in low resistance at all 
water pressures providing a unique 
comfort focused hydrotherapy 
experience.
The jets are perfectly positioned and 
pressure balanced to ensure a silky 
smooth all over body massage.

5” Sp inner  Je t

5” D i rec t iona l  Je t

3” Deep Tissue Jet

3” Sp inner  Je t

2” Wr is t  Je t

2” Vor tex  Je t

2” Tr igger  Po in t  Je t

Zone 9 
Bottom of Feet

Zone 1
Neck, Back and 
Shoulder Muscles

Zone 2 
Upper Arms, Biceps, 
Triceps and Elbows

Zone 3 
Deltoids, Trapezoids, 
and Latissimus Muscles
Zone 4 
Hands, Wrists 
and Forearms
Zone 5 
Lower Back and Spine

Zone 6 
Gluteus Maximus

Zone 7 
Hamstring Muscles

Zone 8 
Lower leg and 
Calf Muscles

No matter where you  
need hydrotherapy we’ve  
got you covered.
Massage has been shown to have many positive 
health and well-being benefits including the relief of 
stress and the promotion of  relaxation. Combined 
with warm water, massage can improve circulation, 
alleviate tension, allow you to breathe and move 
more fluidly, assist in improved sleep, and reduce 
anxiety.
La-Z-Boy Spas exclusive AquaFlex Massage 
Technology is easily operated by the Personal 
AquaFlex Control. Conveniently located within 
comfortable reach of the user, the Personal 
AquaFlex Control gives you the freedom to select 
the massage that is just right for you.

Premier Aquaflex Massage  
technology. It’s like having a  
professional masseuse right  
in your backyard!
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Rest assured. It makes cents.
The innovative La-Z-Boy® Spas Water  
Management System combines dual  
microfiltration, pressurized ozone and a  
simple weekly application of Aquazure to 
ensure safe, healthy, clean water for  
you to enjoy.

Energy efficiency is top of mind for all consumers 
and La-Z-Boy® Spas has taken every opportunity to 
make our spas  as efficient as possible. Manufactured
to surpass CEC energy efficiency specifications, 
La-Z-Boy Spas are amongst the most energy 

efficient spas made today. The La-Z-Boy Therma-Zone Insulation System 
delivers the ultimate in energy efficiency while providing mounting space 
for multiple components and easy access if the spa requires service.

Comfort Clean  
Fi ltration System

Ozone Purif ier  
With Treatment  

Chamber

Built In 
Floor Drain

AquazureWatercare System

The California Energy Commission (CEC) recognizes  
  La-Z-Boy Spas as an Energy Efficient Appliance.

We are never at a loss...
La-Z-Boy Spas include a unique and highly efficient immersion 
electric heating system that maintains the spa’s hot water  
temperature for just a few pennies per day.  As an added benefit, the 
Therma-Zone Insulation System encapsulates the perimeter of the spa 
creating the ability to utilize the excess heat created by the pump(s) in 
the spa cavity. This dramatically lowers the spa energy consumption 
and allows you to enjoy the benefits of hot water and hydrotherapy while 
saving both money and the environment.
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Raising the
Standard.
Just as the founders of La-Z-Boy® did at  
the beginning in 1927, we have taken  
tremendous care, attention and  
craftsmanship  to create, design and  
manufacture each and every La-Z-Boy Spa.  

Special consideration  has been given to every aspect  
of the spas from unique Floor Systems, to Maintenance-Free  
Cabinetry, Integrated Support Structures, our Comfort Fit Shell  
and the patented Power Depot Equipment Panel.
We start from the ground up...

Premium Stainless
Steel Trim

Integrated 
Support Structures 
and Floor Systems

Maintenance-Free 
Cabinetry 
Construction 

Comfort Fit Shell La-Z-Boy In-Touch
Electronic Controls

 Panels

Taking comfort
to a new level.

La-Z-Boy® has a proven reputation for creating   
some of the finest quality products for the home  
and, building upon this track record of success,  
we are confident that you will enjoy the most  
comfortable spa ownership experience possible.  
Unlike some manufacturers who only offer limited 
warranties, La-Z-Boy Spas offers its customers a  
100% No Nonsense, No Fine  
Print Guarantee to ensure  
peace of mind and care-free  
enjoyment.

100% Guarantee
 Transfer Option

10-Year Structural
 Guarantee /

5-Year Acrylic
 Guarantee

100 % Component
 Guarantee

100% AquaCoustics
 / AquaVision

 Guarantee

100% Exchange
 Guarantee
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the
 premier     spa collection.

Advanced Technology: Optional Features:

the collection includes:

the dream spa

the fantasy spa

the imagine spa

the soul mate spa

La-Z-Boy® Premier Spas offer you some of the most comfortable underwater  
seating available today. Slip into one of our luxurious Reclina-Seats and you  
will immediately notice the high quality construction and design. The Premier  
Collection is packed with advanced features such as our exclusive AquaFlex  
Massage Technology that mimics the massage of a professional  
masseuse and all are  backed by our 100% no nonsense,  
no fine print guarantee. You will find comfort in  
knowing that owning a La-Z-Boy Premier  
Spa is easy and convenient. So sit  
back and relax knowing that over  
80 years of comfort and quality  
is behind you with a  
La-Z-Boy Premier Spa.
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the
 premier     spa features.

All advanced features are unique to La-Z-Boy® Premier Spas  
and not to be found on any other spa in the world.

Advanced Technology

A Professional Masseuse Right  
in Your Backyard with Premier 
AquaFlex Massage Technology.

La-Z-Boy Premier Spas feature AquaFlex 
Massage technology - the ultimate in hot 
water hydrotherapy. The AquaFlex technology 
includes state-of-the-art massage jets, 

pumps and controls. 
This cutting edge technology, coupled with the La-Z-Boy 
Premier Spa Reclina- Seats, allows individual spa users 
to customize their La-Z-Boy Spa experience.
The Personal AquaFlex Controls allow each user to 
program, at the touch of a button, the type and 
intensity of their massage. 
The choices range from soft soothing therapy to full 
invigorating massages. The La-Z-Boy Spas customization 
features include 14 different additional pre-programmed 
massage patterns lasting up to 15 minutes each and warm 
up and cool down cycles. Whether you select Deep Tissue, 
Swedish, Shiatsu or one of the other popular massages 
options, it’s like having a personal masseuse right in 
your own backyard. 
La-Z-Boy Spas exclusive AquaFlex Massage technology is 
easily operated by the Personal AquaFlex Control which 
is conveniently located within comfortable reach of 
the user. The Personal AquaFlex Control gives you 
the freedom to select the massage that is just right for 
you, just when you want it.

Aquazure Water  
Management System.

The Aquazure Water Management System 
makes your La-Z-Boy Spa very easy to use 
and maintain. This high performance system 
utilizes efficient water management meth-

odologies that  ensure you and your family enjoy safe, 
clean and clear water. 
The Aquazure Water Management System ensures 
that  unwanted contaminates are easy to filter and  more 
vulnerable for removal. 
This is followed by a compressed charge of ozone gas, 
which oxidizes the dead bacteria and organics and 
discharges them into the atmosphere. 
Our Comfort Clean Filtration System and Circulation 
Pump automatically filters any remaining particles and 
scrubs the water to a sparkling shine.

Comfort Fit Shell  
with Reclina-Seat.

Comfort is our specialty and nobody knows 
this better than the seating designers and 
engineers at La-Z-Boy® Spas.
 Our Spas feature a unique seating design that 

has been crafted to mold to your body enabling you to truly 
submerse yourself in the La-Z-Boy Spa experience 
without “floating to the top.” 
Each Reclina-Seat comes with its own personal AquaFlex 
Massage control panel and Comfort Massage jets allowing 
uninterrupted individual enjoyment and pleasure.  
In addition, special care has been taken to ensure that  
La-Z-Boy Spa shell designs not only offer exceptional 
comfort but also maximize interior space. 
Only top quality materials are used to fabricate 
La-Z-Boy Spas including ABS backed crosslink 
acrylic and a third layer of space age
fiberglass and resins to ensure maximum 
comfort, reliability and durability. 
An overwhelming many doctors agree that 
relaxation at home is important to effectively 
reduce stress and the vast majority of doctors (96 
percent) agree that sitting at home in a reclining position 
promotes relaxation. On average, doctors recommend about 
one hour of relaxation each day, in conjunction with other 
healthy behaviors, to relieve stress. The regular use of a 
La-Z-Boy Spa Reclina-Seat is a wonderful way to reduce 
stress, recuperate and relax at the end of a busy day.

the Dream Spa 
features 

2 Reclina-Seats
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Wait, there’s more...Advanced Technology

La-Z-Boy® Premier Spas Are Packed With Unrivalled Features.

Power Depot  
Equipment Panel. 

La-Z-Boy Spas feature 
an innovative, color-coded 
equipment panel for 
diagnosing any unlikely 

problems with the major electrical 
components of the spa.
The equipment panel is designed 
to save you considerable time and 
money. In addition to simplifying repair 
diagnosis, the practical design of the 
equipment panel makes service a 
breeze as key parts simply snap into 
place without the use of any tools.

Aquacoustics Surround  
With Remote – Optional.

Stunning electronics and high quality 
speakers create an exceptional audio 
experience that is as pleasing to your 
ears as the spa is to your body. 

This exceptional audio system creates an unparalled 
entertainment experience which can be enjoyed whether 
you are using the spa or just simply  relaxing 
outdoors. A wireless, floating remote allows 
you to operate the pumps (and control the 
massage intensity), lights, AquaCoustics 
and AquaVision options without leaving the 
comfort of your seat.

AquaVision – Optional.
When the ultimate in outdoor audio visual 
entertainment is desired, the La-Z-Boy® 
Spas AquaVision option delivers a world 
of exceptional multimedia at your fingertips. 

With a seamless connection to the floating remote 
control, enjoying your spa with a fully integrated audio
/video system has never been easier. 

Integrated Metal 
Support Structure. 

La-Z-Boy Premier Spas 
are constructed with a
heavy-duty metal support 
structure that is bolted to 

the Comfort Fit Shell by a fully  integrated 
blocking system. The Integrated Metal 
Support Structure’s low profile design 
allows for a thicker insulation barrier, 
which is vulcanized onto the perimeter 
walls, creating one of the strongest and 
most energy efficient spas  available today.
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Dimensions: 93” x 93” x 37”

Seating Capacity: Five

Dry Weight: 915 lbs

Filled Weight: 3830 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

CM Pump 1: 4.6 hp 56 Frame Single Speed

AquaFlex Pumps: GE 12 V / 6 AMP Variable Speed

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Metal Support: 1” x 1” Powder Coated Steel

Cover: 4” Tapered With Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 46 Amp / 50 GFCI

Dimensions: 86” x 86” x 37”

Seating Capacity: Five

Dry Weight: 915 lbs

Filled Weight: 3830 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

CM Pump: 4.6 hp 56 Frame Single Speed

AquaFlex Pumps: 
GE 12 V / 6 AMP Variable Speed

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Metal Support: 1” x 1” Powder Coated Steel

Cover: 4” Tapered With Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 46 Amp / 50 GFCI

This is the first spa to include our unique and exclusive 
AquaFlex Massage Technology. Sit back and let the 
soothing, bubbling customized massage pattern work its 
magic on your body. So go ahead, make your Dream a 
reality - you will wonder how you ever lived without it.

      Comfort Fit Shell with 2 Reclina-Seats
      56 All Active Comfort Massage Jets
      2 Personal AquaFlex Massage Controls

Advanced Technology:

Advanced Technology:

Lay back and relax in the La-Z-Boy® exclusive  
Reclina-Seat and feel  your stress away melt away.  
This beautifully crafted spa is popular with both families 
and friends and can be comfortably enjoyed by up  
to 5 to 6 persons at a time. Live your Fantasy and  
experience a new level of health and relaxation  
knowing that you own the comfort and quality  
that can only be found in a La-Z-Boy Spa.
      Comfort Fit Shell with 1 Reclina-Seat
      39 All Active Comfort Massage Jets
      2 Personal AquaFlex Massage Controls

the
   fantasy  

                               spa 

the
  dream  

                    spa
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Dimensions: 90” x 78” x 35”

Seating Capacity: Five

Dry Weight: 730 lbs

Filled Weight: 3140 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

CM Pump: 4.6 hp 56 Frame Single Speed

AquaFlex Pump: GE 12 V / 6 AMP Variable Speed

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Metal Support: 1” x 1” Powder Coated Steel

Cover: 4” Tapered With Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 40 Amp / 50 GFCI

Dimensions: 90” x 65” x 35”

Seating Capacity: Two

Dry Weight: 665 lbs

Filled Weight: 2247 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

AquaFlex Pumps: 

GE 12 V / 6 AMP Variable Speed x 2

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Metal Support: 1” x 1” Powder Coated Steel

Cover: 4” Tapered With Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 46 Amp / 50 GFCI

Specially designed to balance space, accessibility and 
comfort, this five person spa has a unique design that  
allows the user to easily enter and exit their Reclina-Seat. 
With La-Z-Boy’s reputation for comfort and quality in mind, 
you can just sit back, relax and enjoy. Imagine coming 
home to your personal private get-away while the  
AquaFlex Massage Technology delivers  
one or more of the 14 pre-programmed  
massage patterns.
      Comfort Fit Shell with 1 Reclina-Seat
      37 All Active Comfort Massage Jets
      1 Personal AquaFlex Massage Controls

Advanced Technology:

Advanced Technology:

As the saying goes... big things do come in small  
packages! Packed full of all of the outstanding  
La-Z-Boy® Spa Premier Collection features, this 
two-person spa will delight you and your loved one.  
Featuring his and hers Reclina-Seats and Personal 
AquaFlex Massage Controls, both users can individually 
select from one of the 14 pre-programmed massage 
patterns for the ultimate in customized hydrotherapy 
and comfort.
      Comfort Fit Shell with 2 Reclina-Seats
       31 All Active Comfort Massage Jets
       2 Personal AquaFlex Massage Controls

the
   soul mate  

                                    spa 

the
    imagine                                spa
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Comfortable Seating 
   Comfort Fit Shell 
   with Reclina-Seats 
   Comfort Rest Pillows
   Comfort Rest Console 

Customizable Massage 
AquaFlex 
Massage Technology  
   All Active Comfort 
   Massage Jets
   Personal AquaFlex 
   Massage Controls
   Comfort Massage Pump 
   AquaFlex Pumps   
   Zoned Manifold Air Controls 
   Manifold High 
   Performance Plumbing 

Convenient Maintenance 
Aquazure Plus 
Water Management 
   Comfort Clean 
   Filtration System
   Ozone Purifier With 
   Treatment Chamber 
   Built in Floor Drain 

Cost Efficiency 
- CEC Approved 
   Multi Source Heating
   Thermal Barrier 
   Insulation System  
   Color Coordinated Cover

Craftsmanship
   Everlast Floor  
   Integrated Metal 
   Support Structure 
   Everlast Synthetic Cabinet 
   In-Touch 3000 
   Electronic Controls 
   Intel-a-Flow Heating System 
   Power Depot 
   Equipment Panel
   Service“T”Valves
   Premium Stainless 
   Steel Trim

Additional Features
   LED Mood & Safety Lighting 
   LED Bezel Accent Lighting
   Dual Rain Drop 
   Waterfall & Control Valve  

Optional Features 
Audio Visual Systems
   Premium AquaCoustics 
   Surround Sound     
   AquaVision (AquaCoustics 
   Option Required)

2 Reclina Seats

Standard
Standard

    x 56

   x 2

   x 1
   x 2
    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard
    Standard

    Standard

   Optional

   Optional

1 Reclina Seats

Standard
Standard

    x 39

   x 1

   x 1
   x 1
    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard
    Standard

    Standard

   Optional

   Optional

1 Reclina Seats

Standard
Standard

    x 37

   x 1

   x 1
   x 1
    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard
    Standard

    Standard

   Optional

   Optional

2 Reclina Seats

Standard
Standard

    x 31

   x 2

   N/A
   x 2
    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard
    Standard

    N/A

   Optional

   Optional

FEATURE:
the
Fantasy Spa:

the
Imagine Spa:

the
Soul Mate 
Spa:

the
Dream Spa:

the
 premier  

      cost efficiency.
Energy efficiency is top of mind for 
many consumers and La-Z-Boy® 
Spas has taken every opportunity
to make our spa’s as efficient as 

possible. Manufactured to surpass CEC energy
efficiency specifications, La-Z-Boy Spas are 
amongst the most energy efficient spas made
today. Our Therma Zone Insulation System includes 

5 insulating zones plus the Color Coordinated Cover. The 
shell and Everlast Floor are sprayed with high efficiency 
polyurethane insulation. As an added measure, a thick 
polystyrene insulation is vulcanized to the backside of the 
cabinet and sealed into place using a snug fitting gasket 
system. The California Energy Commission (CEC) recognizes 
La-Z-Boy Spas as an Energy Efficient Appliance.

This system delivers the ultimate in energy efficiency.  
The 6 Part Therma Zone Insulation System.
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the
 signature  

         spa collection.
Stunning curves and gentle lines set the La-Z-Boy® 
Spas Signature Collection apart from the rest. The 
unique comfort fit shell has been designed to  
sit you in the comfort and quality  
you have come to expect from  
La-Z-Boy. In fact, for the past  
80 years, we have been perfecting  
this and it is apparent in each one  
of our Signature Collection Spas.  
Experience a world like no other in  
our comfort corner with AccuPressure  
neck and Relaxology foot massage. 
And it does not stop there. Our La-Z-Boy 
Spas Signature Collection is packed with 
almost everything under the sun and features 
simple operation all backed by our 100% no 
nonsense, no fine print guarantee.

the collection includes:

the revive spa

the refresh spa

the relieve spa

the rejoice spa

Advanced Technology: Optional Features:
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the

 signature  
      spa features.

Advanced Technology

More advanced features included with La-Z-Boy® Signature Spas 
and not usually found on any other comparable spa. 
What we know best  
- the Comfort Fit Shell.

Comfort is our specialty and nobody knows 
this better that the seating designers and 
engineers at La-Z-Boy Spas. Special care 
has been taken to ensure that every aspect of 

our shell designs maximize interior space and user comfort. 
Only top quality cross-linked acrylic and vinyl ester resins 
are used in our special manufacturing process. For extra 
strength and long-term durability, a third layer of space 
age fiberglass and polyester resins have been applied.
Built-in Safety Grab Handles
Built right into the spa mould on La-Z-Boy Signature Spas 
are a number of safety grab handles. These integrated 
maintenance-free grab handles help you to safely get in and 
out of the spa and comfortably move around its interior.

AquaFlex  
Massage Technology.

La-Z-Boy’s exclusive AquaFlex Massage 
Technology allows the user to adjust the 
massage intensity from as little as they like 
to as much as they want. 

The Signature Collection AquaFlex Massage System also 
allows the user to easily select an all over body massage 
including AccuPressure Neck Masssage or just Relaxology 
Foot Massage.  
Signature AquaFlex Massage Technology combines the 
In-Touch 2000 Electronic Controls with special Comfort 
Massage Jets, hydraulically balanced Comfort Massage 
Pumps and Manual AquaFlex Massage Controls. It’s like 
having a personal Hydrotherapist right in your own backyard!
Go Ahead, Put Your Feet Up
Relaxology is the belief that each specific part of the 
hands and feet represent, and are connected to, a distinct 
area of the internal body. Relaxology is known to alleviate 
discomfort and promote healing by the application of 
pressure to areas of the hands and feet, which break up 
patterns of stress in other parts of the body. La-Z-Boy® 
Spas are designed to specifically offer this treatment 
and help to improve your wellness.

The left foot reflects the left side of  
the body and halfway down the foot 
at the base of the long bones of the foot 
represents the waistline of the body.  
Parts of the body above the waistline are mirrored 
above this line and those below are represented below it.The internal organs lying 
above the body’s waistline are reflected by reflex areas above the line while those 
below the waistline are mirrored below this line.

The right foot reflects the right side. The spine reflex area runs down the insides  
of the feet and hands with reflex areas for the arm and shoulder reflected toward the 
outside of the foot or hand. The toes mirror the head and neck as well as the parts of 
the body they encase. The ball of the foot mirrors the chest and upper back in addi-
tion the heart and lungs.

The colored areas on each foot represent different parts of your  
body ranging from your major organs and sections of your torso.
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take comfort here’s more...   
signature features that ad d to your spa experience.

Advanced Technology

Aquazure Water  
Management System.

The Aquazure Water Management System 
makes your La-Z-Boy® Spa very easy to use and 
maintain. This high performance system utiliz-
es efficient water management methodologies 

and combines two special technologies that work in synergy to ensure that you and your family 
are enjoying the safe, clean, clear water. The application of our EZaquazure water care 
product makes unwanted contaminates easier to filter and more vulnerable for removal.  
This is followed by a compressed charge of ozone gas, which oxidizes the dead bacteria 
and organics and discharges them into the atmosphere. Our Dual Micro filtration system 
automatically filters any remaining particles and scrubs the water to a sparkling shine.
Dual Micro Filtration System
This intake filtration system is powered and digitally controlled by the Mini 24/7 Circulation 
Pump. The filtration system scrubs and micro-filters the spa water up to 24 hours a day 
7 days a week keeping the spa water clean, clear, safe and comfortable. The filtration 
system has two large capacity cartridge filters that are easily accessible for service.
Mini 24 / 7 Circulation Pump
A dedicated mini circulation pump in combination with the dual micro filtration system 
scrubs the spa water to a brilliant shine to ensure that the water is fresh and ready when 
you are. The mini circulation pump is an extra energy efficient pump and motor that is 
designed to deliver strong performance at low operating speeds and at minimal cost. Its 
high quality and maintenance free design ensures that you can take comfort in knowing 
that you will receive years of trouble free enjoyment.
Ozone Purifier With Treatment Chamber
All La-Z-Boy Spas are equipped with an Ozone Purifier that is highly effective in 
removing unwanted contaminants from the water by means of an electronic oxidation 
process. The equipment area houses a corona discharge Ozone Purifier and the system 
includes a dedicated ozone treatment chamber where the ozone is pressurized for 
introduction to the water. The Treatment Chamber ensures that the ozone is safe for 
bathers and performs as effectively as possible.
Built In Floor Drain 
All La-Z-Boy Spas offer the added convenience of a built-in floor drain. On a periodic 
basis, spa water must be drained and refilled. The positioning and size of the drain in 
your La-Z-Boy Spa will discharge the spa water up to 25 percent faster than competitive 
brands. The built-in floor drain is effective in draining a high percentage of the water 
thereby leaving less residual water to bail or vacuum from the bottom of the spa 
once draining is complete.

AquaCoustics MP3  
Sound System - Optional. 

High-quality weather resistant speakers are  
installed on your preferred side of the  
EnviroCare Cabinet at the time of delivery. 
A convenient iPod holder with MP3 input  

is mounted in the cabinet and a marine grade amplifier 
turns your iPod into an exceptional spa experience 
that is as pleasing to your ears as the spa is to your body.
The La-Z-Boy® Signature AquaCoustics MP3 Surround Sound 
system creates an added level of fun and entertainment in your 

backyard and can be 
enjoyed whether using the 
spa or just relaxing outdoors.

This feature will be music to your ears when your spa is your  
backyard entertainment center.
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Our Signature Collection full size, fully featured Revive is 
sure to be as pleasing to your senses as it is to your budget. Get 
all of the “ I Wants” with legendary La-Z-Boy® comfort and 
quality. Fully featured including AccuPressure Neck Massage, 
Comfort Corner, Relaxology Foot Massage, Illuminated 
Waterfall, Aromatherapy and much, much more. 
Revive your body, mind and spirit in what is set to  
be one of the most sought after spas of all time.  

                                Comfort Fit Shell 
                                53 All Active Comfort 
                                Massage Jets

The La-Z-Boy® Refresh Spa is the perfect choice for  
your home and family. With so many outstanding features  
this high quality and extremely comfortable spa offers  
tremendous value for money. There is no need to  
sacrifice a thing when choosing this popular model  
as it only comes all-inclusive. A refreshing change from  
the norm wouldn’t you say?                                       
 
                                          Comfort Fit Shell 
                                          51 All Active Comfort 
                                          Massage Jets

the
 revive                     spa

the
 refresh                         spa

Dimensions: 89” x 89” x 37”

Seating Capacity: Five

Dry Weight: 800 lbs

Filled Weight: 3500 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

Pump 1: 4.6 hp 56 Frame Single Speed

Pump 2: 3.4 hp 56 Frame Two Speed

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Support: 2”x 3” Pressure Treated Wood

Cover: 4” Tapered with Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 42 Amp / 50 GFCI

Dimensions: 89” x 89” x 37”

Seating Capacity: Five

Dry Weight: 650 lbs

Filled Weight: 3000 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

Pump 1: 4.6 hp 56 Frame Single Speed

Pump 2: 3.4 hp 56 Frame Two Speed

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Support: 2”x 3” Pressure Treated Wood

Cover: 4” Tapered with Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 42 Amp / 50 GFCI

Advanced Technology:

Advanced Technology:
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A couples paradise with world famous La-Z-Boy® comfort 
and quality. This 4 person spa is ideal for empty nesters, 
installations with limited space or for just creating a  
personal private get away. Celebrate the finer things in life 
and Rejoice with a loved one in this amazing compact but 
all-inclusive spa package.  
Reliable operation and energy efficient ownership makes 
the La-Z-Boy Spas Rejoice a smart choice for  
the small to medium size spa shopper.                                       

                                               Comfort Fit Shell 
                                            44 All Active Comfort 
                                                    Massage Jets

the
 relieve                        spa

the
 rejoice                        spa

Dimensions: 80” x 88” x 37”

Seating Capacity: Seven

Dry Weight: 650 lbs

Filled Weight: 3000 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

CM Pump 1: 4.6 hp 56 Frame Single Speed

CM Pump 2:  3.4 hp 56 Frame Two Speed

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Support: 2”x 3” Pressure treated Wood

Cover: 4” Tapered With Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 42 Amp / 50 GFCI

Dimensions: 72” x 88” x 36”

Seating Capacity: Four

Dry Weight: 525 lbs

Filled Weight: 2700 lbs

Heater Output: 4 KW

CM Pump 1: 4.6 hp 56 Frame Single Speed

CM Pump 2: N/A

Micro Filters: 2 x 50 sq. ft. each

Surface: Crosslink Premium Acrylic

Shell: Polyester / Vinylester / Glasslock

Support: 2”x 3” Pressure Treated Wood

Cover: 4” Tapered with Locks

Electrical: 240 V / 42 Amp / 50 GFCI

Advanced Technology: Advanced Technology:

A close cousin to the La-Z-Boy® Spas Refresh, the Relieve 
is also packed with features, quality and comfort. You will 
be relieved to know that interior space in this model is fully 
optimized and includes a unique swivel lounge that can be 
used as a seat when you need to accommodate 6 people. 
Alternatively, you can stretch out and take a private soak 
when alone. 
This all-inclusive spa is sure to please and can truly 
be enjoyed daily for years to come.  

                       Comfort Fit Shell 
                       47 All Active Comfort 
                       Massage Jets
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FEATURE:
the
Refresh Spa:

the
Relieve Spa:

the
Rejoice Spa:

the
Revive Spa:

Comfortable Seating 
   Comfort Fit Shell 

   Built-in Safety Grab Handles 

Customizable Massage 
AquaFlex 
Massage Technology  

   All Active Comfort 
   Massage Jets
   Manual AquaFlex Controls
   Manifold High 
   Performance Plumbing 

Convenient Maintenance 
AquaSynergy
Water Management 

   Dual Micro 
   Filtration System
   Mini 24/7 Circultion Pump 
   Ozone Purifier With
   Treatment Chamber

   Built in Floor Drain  

Cost Efficiency 
- CEC Approved 

   Multi Source Heating
   Thermal Barrier 
   Insulation System  
   Color Coordinated Cover

Craftsmanship

   Weather Guard Floor  
   “I” Beam
   Support Structure 
   EnviroCare Synthetic Cabinet 
   In-Touch 2000 
   Electronic Controls 
   Stainless Steel Heater 
   Service“T” Valves
   Stainless Steel Trim

Additional Features

   LED Mood & Safety Lighting 

   LED Accent Lighting
   Waterfall with Control Valve  

Optional Features 

Audio Visual Systems

   AquaCoustics 
   Surround Sound     

Standard

Standard

    x 56

   x 2

    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Optional

Standard

Standard

    x 51

   x 2

    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Optional

Standard

Standard

    x 47

   x 2

    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Optional

Standard

Standard

    x 44

   x 1

    Standard

   Standard

   Standard

   Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Standard

    Optional

the
 signature’s  

      cost efficiency.
Therma-Zone 

Energy efficiency is top of mind for 
many consumers and La-Z-Boy® 
Spas has taken every opportunity 
to make our products as efficient as 

possible. Manufactured to sur-pass CEC energy 
efficiency specifications, La-Z-Boy Spas are amongst 
the most energy efficient spas made 

today. Our Therma Zone Insulation System includes five 
insulating barriers including the Color Coordinated Cover. 
The plumbing, shell and floor are sealed in a reflective 
insulated thermal blanket and. as an added layer, the same 
insulated thermal blanket is installed on the backside of the 
cabinet around the entire perimeter of the spa.

This system delivers the promise of energy efficiency at its best.   
The 5 Part Therma Zone Insulation System.

Color Co-ordinated
Insulating Cover

Inner Thermal
Barrier Insulation

Bottom Thermal
Barrier Insulation

Outer Thermal
Barrier Insulation

Triple Foil Radiant Barrier
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the
 classic  

        spa collection.
You will find tremendous quality and comfort in every 
La-Z-Boy Spa including our entry level rotationally moulded 
Classic Spa Collection. This line-up of attractively priced 
spas is packed with exciting standard features that are 
sure to please even the most budget minded consumer.  
The modern design and pleasing curb appeal is sure to 
impress you and your guests while delivering many years 
of fun and enjoyment for friends and family.

the collection includes:

the seduce spa

Advanced Technology:



Dimensions: 84” x 84” x 34”
Seating Capacity: Five
Dry Weight: 400 lbs
Filled Weight: 2500 lbs
Two Systems Are Available:
1) Heater Output: 1 KW
    CM Pump: 
     2.0 hp 48 Frame: Two Speed
    Micro Filters: 1 x 50 sq. ft. 
    Electrical: 110 V / 15 Amp
2) Heater Output: 4 KW
    CM Pump: 
     2.0 HP 48 Frame: Two Speed
    Micro Filters: 1 x 50 sq. ft. 
    Electrical: 220 V / 50 Amp

Shell: Roto Molded
Support: Roto Molded
Cover: 4” Tapered with Locks
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the
 classic’s  

      ample comfort.

FEATURE:
the
Seduce Spa:

Comfortable Seating 
   Polymer Comfort Fit Shell 
   Built-in Safety Grab Handles 

Customizable Massage 
   Massage Jets
   2.0 HP Comfort Massage Pump   
   Manifold High 
   Performance Plumbing 

Convenient Maintenance 
   Micro Filtration System
   Dual Speed Pump for Circulation

Cost Efficiency 
- CEC Approved 
   Full Polyurethane 
   Foam Insulation System
   Color Coordinated Cover

Craftsmanship
  Unibody Support Structure
   110v Plug n’ Play or 220v Operation
   Built in GFCI (110v Only)
   In-Touch 1000 Electronic Controls
   Hybrid Dual Heating Technology
   Service“T”Valves
   Stainless Steel Trim 

Additional Features
    LED Mood & Safety Lighting
    Integrated Trickle Waterfall

Standard
Standard

   x 30
   x 1

   x 1

   Standard
   Standard

  

    Standard

    Standard

    

    Standard
    Standard

    Standard
    Standard
    Standard
    Standard
    Standard

    Standard
    Standard

Ample comfortable seating and a generous foot well are at the forefront in our 
increasingly popular Classic Collection Seduce model. Our innovative “Lazy 
Lounge” and “Comfort Corner” is the perfect way to wind down and relieve 
stress after a busy day. Simply take this spa / hot tub home and plug it into 
any standard 120 v household electrical outlet and enjoy soothing hot water 
and hydrotherapy for just a few cents per day. There is just no easier way to 
get into high quality, comfortable, energy efficient and reliable hot water.

Polymer Comfort Fit Shell
Seating comfort is paramount in every La-Z-Boy Spa and you 
will be thrilled with the superior seating and intelligent design 
of our entry level Classic Collection Spas. As in all our models, 
special care has been taken to ensure that every aspect of our 
shell designs maximize interior space and user comfort. Only 
top quality polymer resins are used to ensure one of the most 
durable finishes and super strong shell support system to 
ensure many years of comfortable and worry-free enjoyment. 

Color Coordinated Cover
Every La-Z-Boy Classic Spa comes with an extra energy efficient; 
4” tapered color coordination cover which provides maximum 
heat retention, ease of operation, and long lasting durability. The 
tapered cover permits water which can gather on the cover, to 
runoff and away from the spa cover and cabinet. A bumper seal 
extends through the fold to ensure a thermos bottle quality seal. 
The cover includes  multiple child proof locks to ensure that the 
spa is safe while keeping debris and the weather out.

Stainless 
Steel Trim

Integrated 
Trickle Waterfall

LED Mood &  
Safety Lighting

Built in Safety Grab Handles 
With Built in Drink Holders

Lazy Lounge

Full Polyurethane Foam Insulation System
Every nook and cranny of the spa / hot tub 
cavity is filled with polyurethane foam insulation. 
This insulation technique is exclusive to our
La-Z-Boy Classic Collection Spas due to its 
simplistic design and rotationally moulded 
manufacturing process. 
This insulation approach helps to keep the 
water in the spa / hot tub and helps to sustain 
a constant water temperature while you are 
enjoying the spa / hot tub. 

Unibody Support Structure
The La-Z-Boy Spas Classic Collection is 
made using a special process that allows what 
is normally a number of fitted components to 
be made as one piece. 
The Unibody Support Structure integrates 
the spa / hot tub shell, cabinet, equipment 
area and base into one simple piece. Everlast 
cabinet panels are attached to the support 
structure for added aesthetic appeal.  
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At La-Z-Boy® we get comfortable... 

indoors and outdoors.
Comfort. It’s what we do. 
With customizable La-Z-Boy chairs, sofas and sectionals, you can create a look that’s all your 
own with affordable fabric and leather options to suit any taste, style and  budget. Choose from 
hundreds of high quality fabrics in the latest colors and patterns or, choose soft and sensual 
leather for its natural beauty and durability.. With so many options... your design possibilities 
are endless.
                                                           See what’s NEW at www.la-z-boy.com 

Introducing the comfortable side of outside. 
La-Z-Boy® brings it’s passion for creating great indoor furniture to the patio and garden  with a 
unique collection of outdoor furnishings  that feature the quality and comfort you have come to 
expect from La-Z-Boy products. Choose from cushioned recliners, 
seating groups, dining sets and other furnishings
                    - all designed to sit well in any outdoor setting.
                                         See what’s NEW at www.la-z-boy.com

The Delaney Collection 
6-Piece Deep Seating Set

The Alexander 
Collection 5-Piece 
Chat Set

The Graham 
Collection Chaise  
Lounge and 6-Dining Set

The Hamilton Collection 
10-Dining Set



Your Authorized La-Z-Boy Spa Dealer is:

La-Z-Boy Spas
4411 Bee Ridge Road #299
Sarasota, Florida 34233
P: 800.465.2933
F: 727.279.6905
W: lazboyspas.com 
E: info@lazboyspas.com 

We build spas to last.
Our spas will stand the test of time - not to mention your kids. Our strong, state of the art 
and fully integrated support structure can handle whatever your family might dish out. 
La-Z-Boy® Spas are crafted to the highest industry standards with our frames, plumbing, 
mechanisms, cushions and shells  constructed  from the finest quality materials. Our spas are 
comprehensively water tested in our manufacturing facility before being certified to carry the 
La-Z-Boy name and, just like La-Z-Boy furniture, they are quality tested before they leave our door.      
           Superior quality control is our way of life. So get in, get comfortable and enjoy life.

We support you all the way with...
Unlike other manufacturers that may offer a limited warranty, La-Z-Boy® Spas offers its 
customers a 100% No Nonsense, No Fine Print Guarantee to ensure peace of mind and   
                                                     care-free enjoyment.


